NASA Education Implementation Plan

Three products being produced for 2015:

- 2015 NASA Education Brochure
- 2015 NASA Education Implementation Plan (printed)
- 2015 NASA Education Implementation Plan (on-line)
  - More content for NASA workforce
  - Dynamic and interactive
  - Hyperlinks, videoclips, reference
Timeline for Plan

Finish brochure and printed plan by April 30, 2015
- printed in-house, can be updated frequently
- lower cost and less production time

Finish on-line plan by June 15, 2015
- update information frequently
- keep printed production costs down
- faster ways to locate reference information
Today's Requested Input

1) Overall impression of DRAFT brochure and printed plan

2) Anything you feel may be incorrect

3) Anything you feel may be missing

4) Suggestions for on-line version
Thank you!

www.nasa.gov